MEMBER NEWS

SonoSimulator Takes the Mystery Out of Stacked Die

~

LSI NAMED ONE
OF THE WORLD'S
TOP INNOVATORS

Sonoscan, in Collaboration with T. u. Dresden, has Developed a Software
Program that Creates a Virtual Model of the Echo Returns of the Die Stack

LSI Corporation has

announced that it has been
named a Thomson Reuters
2012 Top 100 Global
Innovator, recognizing its
achievements as one of
the world's most innovative
companies . The program
honors corporations and
institutions worldwide that
are at the heart of inno
vation as measured by
patent-related metrics. The
Thomson Reuters 2012
Top 100 Global Innovator
methodology is based on
four principal criteria: over
all patent volume, patent
grant success rate, global
reach of the portfolio and
patent influence as evi
denced by citations. The
Thomson Reuters 2012 Top
100 Global Innovator award
recognizes companies for
significant, ongoing innova
tion, evaluated on patent
metrics including the num
ber of successful patent
filings, the global reach of
the inventions and impact
on the industry.
www.lsi.com

~ DISCO CORP.

TO STRENGTHEN
ITS SECONDHAND
EQUIPMENT
BUSINESS
DISCO Corporation

has announced plans to
strengthen and develop its
secondhand equipment
business, which involves
buying back and refurbish
ing used DISCO equip
ment. There is growing
demand for secondhand
equipment in order to
reduce the financial burden
of capital investment to
improve production capa
bilities and for early
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STACKING DIE PERMITS
de signers to pa ck a great
deal of capacity and increase
pro ces sing speed in a much
smaller volume. In the pro
cess the die stack also cre
ate s many internal interfaces
where critical defects, such
as void s and del aminations,
can lurk.
Makers of die stacks are
very interested in using non
destructive acou stic micros
copy, such as C-SAM 1" to
locate and image these criti
cal defects , but unti l recently
the die stacks have been
far more diffi cult to image
clearly than other IC device s.
The problem is that when
ultrasound is pulsed into a
die stack, the numerous inter
nal interfaces create multiple
return echoes in the A-Scan .
To speed up and sim
plify the task of assi gning
each echo to its proper
interface within stacked die,
Sonoscan" has dev eloped
over the last several years,
in collaboration with T.U.
Dresden, a software program
called Sono'Simulator" th at
creates a virtual model of the
echo return s of the die stack.
The user of the program
enters data about the dimen
sions and materials of the
sta ck and then the software
creates the virtual model for
simulation of the A-Scan.
To simulate defects for
imaging, the operator uses
the SonoSimul ator software
to insert virtual defects at
interfaces of interest. The
virtual defects simulate air
gaps (exa mple from Sono
Simulator in Figure I) so that
the interface between virtual
die 5 and 6, for example, can
be identified by its position
from left to right, position #5
in this ca se. The oscilloscope
wa veform at the top of Fig
ure I (kno wn as the A-Scan)
is so reali stic that the virtual
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Figure I

Figure 2
defects act like real gap-type
defects, reflecting >99 .99%
of the ultrasound energy.
The user inte racts with the
SoncSimulator to perform
simulated imaging of the
virtu al die stack at the levels
of interest by adjusting gates
(pre cise depths from whi ch
echoes are used to make an
image; one gate is green in
Figure J) within the simu
lated A-Scan. When the user
is satisfied with an image of
the defect at a specific level ,
they now know the pre cise
position and width of that
gate. The imaging (gating)
recipe is then tran sferred to
a Sonoscan Gene" C-SAM
(C-Mode Scanning Acoustic
Micro scope) system to scan
and image a real die stack
sample . In a production envi
ronment , a test die stack will.
likel y have a "known defect"
planted between two die to
help identify a spe cific level.
When the "known defect" ,
which is an intentional reflec
tive ga p, is in focus any other
unintended gap-type defects
or features at that interface
will also be in focus .

The stacked die manufac
turing process or materials
may evolve over time, which
may then require adjusted
parameters to properly ima ge
the stacked die levels . The
SonoSimulator process
can be repeated to refine
the image( s) by adjusting
the gate and recipe param
eters on a re vised virtual
sample. and then moving the
improved parameters back to
the C-SAM system to ana
lyze the evolved sample.
Figure 2 is the SonoSimu
lator deri ved C-SAM image
of a test stack sample having
8 die with acoustically refle c
tive numerals and bars et ched
on each die. In this image,
the SonoSimulator provided
the scan parameters to iso
late and image the " kno wn
defect" specific to die 4 on
the left and die 8 on the right.
SonoSirnulator was
originally de signed to help
obtain C-SAM images for
stacked die , but other thin ,
multi-layer sample analysis
can be don e, too . In any
sample with multiple, c los ely
spaced interfaces the ultra
sound echoes may be hard
to distinguish or separate for
each interface, and /or may
interfere with each other.
With this integrated software ,
a model of the sample can
be built to simulate the echo
patterns with known defects
at each laye r of interest.
Using a reference waveform,
a model of the A-Scan is
generated, which can be
captured and co mpared for
each layer of interest. Trans
ducer frequ ency, focus lev el
and gate positi ons can then
be established, tested and
re fined prior to tran sferring
the imaging recipe settings to
the Gen6 for all future parts
of the same construction.
For more information
visit www. sono scan. com. •
meptec.org
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